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Abstract—RecDroid is a smartphone permission response
recommendation system which utilizes the responses from expert
users in the network to help inexperienced users. However, in
such system, malicious users can mislead the recommendation
system by providing untruthful responses. Although detection
system can be deployed to detect the malicious users, and exclude
them from recommendation system, there are still undetected
malicious users that may cause damage to RecDroid. Therefore,
relying on environment knowledge to detect the malicious users
is not sufficient. In this work, we present a game-theoretic
model to analyze the interaction (request/response) between
RecDroid users and RecDroid system using a static Bayesian
game formulation. In the game RecDroid system chooses the best
response strategy to minimize its loss from malicious users. We
analyze the game model and explain the Nash equilibrium in
a static scenario under different conditions. Through the static
game model we discuss the strategy that RecDroid can adopt
to disincentivize attackers in the system, so that attackers are
discouraged to perform malicious users attack. Finally, we discuss
several game parameters and their impact on players’ outcome.

I. INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of mobile apps is the primary driving
force for the rapid increase of number of the smartphone users.
That number is predicted to double in the next 4 years, from
1.4 billion world-wide in 2013 to 2.5 billion by 2017 [1]. The
number of mobile apps has been growing exponentially in the
past few years. According to the official report by Android
Google Play Store, the number of apps in the store has reached
1 billion, surpassed its major competitor Apple Apps Store,
in 2013 [15]. As the number of smartphone apps increases,
the privacy and security problem of users has become a
serious problem, especially when the smartphones are used
for sensitive tasks and for business purposes. A malicious
third-party app can not only steal private information, such
as contact lists, text messages, and GPS location from the
user, but can also cause financial loss of the users by making
secretive premium-rate phone calls and text messages [13].

In current Android architecture, users decide what resource
is given to application at installation. Between applications,
Android prevents malicious apps from unauthorized access to
other apps resource by isolating resources controlled by each
app. In the current setting, users have to grant all resource
access requests before installing and using an app. However,
this architecture has been proven ineffective to protect users
privacy and resource from malicious apps. This is because

when installing a new app, most users do not pay attention
to the resource being requested [4], since they tend to rush
through prompted permission request screens to get to use
the application. The RecDroid [11], [12] is a framework
which allows users to install untrusted apps under a “pro-
bation” mode. In this mode, users make real-time resource
granting decisions when apps are running. The framework
also facilitate user-help-user environment, where expert users’
decisions are recommended to inexperienced users. RecDroid
is a crowdsourcing recommendation framework that collects
apps’ permission requests and users’ permission responses,
from which an expert seeking algorithm is used to find expert
users and a voting algorithm is used to compute an appropriate
response to the permission request (accept or reject).

The main idea of RecDroid is to collect the expert (savvy)
users’ responses to a permission request and recommend them
to inexperienced users. Therefore, the responses from expert
users determine the recommendations that RecDroid make.
However, this design grants attackers opportunities to cheat
in the system. For example, the owner of a malicious app
can create many malicious expert users who can change the
recommendation by sending dishonest responses to requests. A
detection system that can distinguish the malicious users from
normal users is necessary for RecDroid system. However, a
detection system can not discover all malicious users. Studying
what the attacker can do to make maximum profit through
malicious user attack and what RecDroid can do to minimize
the damage is our focus in this work.

In order to understand the bahaviours of attackers and find
out the RecDroid’s corresponding strategies, a game-theoretic
model is employed in our work to analyse the interactions
(behavior) between attackers and the RecDroid system. More
specifically, we formulate the attacker/defender game model
using a static Bayesian game [6], and investigate the Nash
equilibrium of the game. In this Bayesian game the defender
does not know the type of his opponent(regular or malicious)
so it is also an incomplete information game [5]. Through
this Bayesian game formulation, we are able to help RecDroid
select best strategies to play against the attacker and minimize
the potential damage brought by attackers.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II introduce the RecDroid framework and the background
of static Bayesian games; Section III and IV describe our
proposed static Baysian game model and its Nash equilibria;
we discuss the impact of the model parameters in Section VI;
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related work overview is in Section VII; and finally section
VIII concludes this paper.

II. BACKGROUND

Before going more into the detail of the game-theoretic
model, we briefly describe the RecDroid recommendation sys-
tem and its functionality. We also describe the static Bayesian
games and their specifications.

A. RecDroid Recommendation System

RecDroid is a framework that assists smartphone users
in their resource permission control through crowdsourcing.
First, the framework allows users to use apps without granting
all permissions they request and receive help from expert
users when permission requests appear. RecDroid allows users
to install untrusted apps under a probation mode, while the
trusted ones are installed in normal trusted mode. In probation
mode, users make real-time resource granting decisions when
apps are running. The framework also facilitates user-help-user
environment, where expert users’ decisions are recommended
to inexperienced users [11], [12]. The framework provides the
following functionalities:

• Two app installation modes for apps that is about to be
installed: trusted mode and probation mode. In probation
mode, users receive permission requests at run time from
apps that inquire access to sensitive resources (e.g. GPS
traces, contact information, friend list) when the resource
is needed. In trusted mode, the app is fully trusted and
all permissions are all granted automatically.

• An architecture to intercept and collect apps’ permission
requests and responses, from which recommendations are
made as for what permission from which apps should and
should not be granted.

• A recommendation system to guide users with permission
granting decisions, by serving users with recommenda-
tions from expert users on the same apps.

• A user-based ranking algorithm to rank security risks of
mobile apps.

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the RecDroid system and
interactions among all components in the system.

B. Attack RecDroid Recommendation System

Recdroid makes recommendations on permission requests
based on the responses from expert users. In order to success-
fully attack the recommendation system with minimum cost,
the attacker needs to do the following:

• The attacker should create multiple malicious expert
users. Note that since only one user is recognized per
phone by RecDroid, creating each new users implies
obtaining new phones, which costs certain amount of
money for the attacker.

• Each phone has to be managed to install sufficient number
of apps and answer permission requests from those apps
correctly in order to obtain expert ranking from RecDroid.
Since RecDroid only takes responses from expert users
for recommendation, malicious users who does not reach
expert ranking will not influent the recommendation sys-
tem of RecDroid.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the RecDroid and interactions

Fig. 2. RecDroid system environment and detection system

• When all malicious users are trained to be experts, all
users start to install the malicious app (that the attacker
possibly owns) and answer the permission requests dis-
honestly in order to mislead RecDroid.

• The attack should be performed as soon as the malicious
app is released to public to minimize its cost. This is
because when the app are already responded by many
other normal expert users, the influence from a few
malicious expert users will be reduced due to the voting
mechanism of RecDroid to make decisions. The best time
to influent RecDroid is at the beginning.

C. Detection Malicious Users

RecDroid has a malicious user detection process to assist
its recommendation system. During the detection process,
RecDroid detects the users’ type (malicious or regular) based
on the users’ action in responding to permission requests.
There are two distinct approaches for malicious user detection:
one is the machine-learning (ML) approach and the other is
the human verification approach. The ML approach utilizes
the behavior similarity among malicious users and it labels a
user to be malicious if it is adequately similar to a known
malicious user in terms of behavior. For example, they were
created at about the same time and installed similar set of
apps. Compared to the human verification, it costs much less
and is much more efficient. However, it can be easily evaded
if the malicious users are sufficiently well designed so they do
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not share much commonality. The human-based verification
approach dedicates a human labor to verify the responses to the
app requests and can discover malicious users. This approach
can have much lower false positive rate and false negative
rate compared to the ML-based approach. However, the cost
of human verification has much higher cost so it shall not be
used to verify all applications.

In our context, we assume RecDroid uses a human-based
approach to verify malicious users. It is a practical approach
since it is reliable and is much easier to implement. Figure 2
illustrates the relation between the users (malicious or regular)
and the RecDroid system. As we can see, the recommendation
system takes input from expert users (normal or malicious) to
generate recommendation to new users regarding whether to
grant access to permission requests or not. For an application
that is chosen for verification, the recommendation will go
through a verification process first to check whether it matches
the correct answer from a human expert (verifier). If it does
not match, then there might be a malicious user attack and the
verifier can easily find out malicious expert users. Therefore,
with the verification a malicious user attack can be easily
discovered and the attack easily fails. If an app is not chosen
to be verified, then the recommendation will be sent to new
users directly. If there is a malicious user attack then the attack
succeeds. Note that although human verification is reliable,
there are still false positive and false negative cases since
human makes mistakes sometimes.

D. Bayesian Games

In many situations the game may begin with some player
having some information about something relevant to her
decision making. These are called games of incomplete in-
formation, or Bayesian games. (Incomplete information is not
to be confused with imperfect information in which players do
not perfectly observe the actions of other players). Although
any given player does not know the private information of an
opponent (i.e. payoffs), she will have some beliefs about what
the opponent knows, and we will assume that these beliefs are
common knowledge [14].

A Bayesian game can be modeled by introducing Nature
as a player in a game. Nature assigns a random variable to
each player which could take values of types for each player
and associating probabilities or a probability density function
with those types ( in the course of the game, nature randomly
chooses a type for each player according to the probability
distribution across each player’s type space) [14].

Regarding the features of the RecDroid and its users,
modeling the recommendation system through designing a
Bayesian game model is a feasible and appropriate way. The
idea behind the Bayesian game model is that generally an
attacker/defender game is an incomplete information game
where the defender is uncertain about the type of his opponent
(regular or malicious). A Bayesian game model provides a
framework for the defender to select his strategies based on
his belief about the type of his opponent. As we mentioned,
the most important characteristic of the system is that players
are aware of the type of others and that is why in this type of
games we have an external node (nature) to distinguish them
from each other [5]. In the next section we describe the game
model and how we design it.

III. GAME-THEORETIC MODEL

Here are two types of users in RecDroid (malicious users
and regular users). Detecting malicious users is a critical
task for RecDroid. Since one attacker can create multiple
malicious users, so what the RecDroid really plays with is
either an attacker or a normal user. To study the interaction
between the RecDroid system and users, we use a two-player
static Bayesian game to model the behaviors of both parties.
The static Bayesian game has two players: RecDroid users
and the RecDroid system. The RecDroid users have private
information about their types and the types are unknown to
the RecDroid system. However, the type of RecDroid system
is a common knowledge to all players (system and users).

An attacker player has two strategies: Attack and Not attack
when sending responses to permission requests from an app.
The regular user has only one strategy: Not attack. Although
regular users may make mistakes sometimes (e.g. click some
wrong button when providing a feedback) and behave similarly
to an attacker, but this issue does not have a high impact to
be included in strategies and we assume that regular users
always provide correct responses [16]. When attack strategy
is used, the attacker manipulate all malicious users to respond
dishonestly to permission requests from an app. For example,
the malicious expert users accept all malicious resource re-
quests from an app, in order to mislead RecDroid into wrong
recommendations. Correspondingly, the RecDroid system has
two strategies: Verify and Not verify the correct responses for
the app. When a verify strategy is used, RecDroid system
allocates a seed expert to verify the responses to the requests
from an application. This way the malicious attack fails.

We use ω1, ω2 to denote security value, which are the
gain/loss for both the attacker and RecDroid. For example,
an attacker choose to attack RecDroid, it needs to create
multiple malicious users and train them into expert users
(with cost), and then all attackers accept malicious permission
requests from an application. If RecDroid does not detect
this behavior, RecDroid will make incorrect recommendation
and losses ω2 amount of its security value, which can be
the loss of reputation by making wrong recommendations to
users. For an attacker ω1 means the gain of a successful
attack by tricking inexperienced users into accepting malicious
permission requests of a malicious application.

A. Normal Form

In this subsection we present the game in a static normal
form. Table 1 shows the payoff matrices of the Two-player
game in normal form game style. In the payoff matrices, α and
β indicate the detection rate (true positive) and false alarm rate
(false positive) of RecDroid by using human verification, and
α, β ∈ [0, 1]. ω1, ω2 are the security value as we previously
mentioned. The cost of attacking and verifying are denoted by
ca and cv , where ca, cv > 0. For example, the attacker needs
to spend ca amount of money to purchase a number of smart
phones and spend time to set them up into malicious mode to
be able to influent the RecDroid system. The RedDroid needs
to pay a seed expert cv amount of money to verify the correct
responses to the permission requests from an application, in
order to detect attacker’s attacks. We assume that ω1, ω2 are
greater than ca, cv , since otherwise attackers and RecDroid
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TABLE I. PAYOFF MATRICES (RECDROID, USERS)

(a) Player i is malicious

Verify Not verify

Attack (1 − 2α)ω1 − ca, (2α− 1)ω2 − cv ω1 − ca,−ω2

Not attack 0,−βω2 − cv 0, 0

(b) Player i is regular

Verify Not verify

Not attack 0,−βω2 − cv 0, 0

Fig. 3. Extensive form of the Bayesian game

system do not have incentive for attacking the system and
verifying the users’ responses, respectively.

Table 1(a) describes the payoff matrices of the RecDroid
system and attackers. We can see that the expected gain for the
RecDroid in (Attack, Verify) strategy combination is αω2−(1−
α)ω2 = (2α−1)ω2, in which (1−α) is the false negative rate
and a same for the attacker’s payoff. This can be explained
as: if verification successfully detects attack, then RecDroid
gains reputation, otherwise RecDroid loses reputation. With the
combination of Not attack and Verify or Not verify strategies,
the payoff for the attackers is always 0 and the RecDroid’s
payoff is depends on the false positive rate.

Table 1(b) shows the payoff matrices for the RecDroid
system and regular users. The payoff value for the user is 0 for
all the RecDroid’s strategies, and the RecDroid’s payoff when
it plays verify for the Not attack responses is −βω2−cv , which
is based on the false positive rate of the detection system.
Although we mainly focus on malicious users in the model,
but we also consider the regular users and their actions in the
calculations.

B. Extensive Form

In this subsection we show another presentation of the
game. Figure 3 shows the extensive form of the game. In
this form we can see the possible moves of the players and
their choices on each decision state. In the figure, node N
indicates the nature, and µ0 represents the probability that
RecDroid is playing with an attacker, who will create malicious
smartphone users to cheat in the system. For regular users, the
only strategy is to respond to the requests honestly. RecDroid
decides whether to verify the application permission requests
or not depending on the µ0 value as well as other parameters.
Each terminal (leaf) node of the game tree has a 2-tuple of
payoffs (RecDroid/user), which implies there is a payoff for
each player at the end of every possible play.

C. Bayesian Nash Equilibrium (BNE)

As the main objective for players in the game is to try
to gain higher expected payoff. On one hand, attackers try
to minimize the probability of being detected by RecDroid
system, on the other hand, RecDroid tries to detect attackers
with less cost. As described previously, the payoff of the
strategies for both the players depends on different parameters.
The parameters include the false positive and true positive of
malicious user detection or nature node (N). It is worth noting
that the parameter µ0 determined by nature has a high impact
on payoffs of the players.

In the rest of this section, we analyze the Bayesian Nash
equilibrium of the game under different circumstances. The
µ0 represents the defined probabilities, by which nature node
shows the prior knowledge of the system about the users.

• The first case is when player i decides to plays Attack
if it is an attacker, Not attack when it is a regular user.
In this case, if RecDroid decides to Verify the incoming
responses. the expected payoff of RecDroid is as follow:

Epj(V erify) = µ0((2α−1)ω2−cv)−(1−µ0)(βω2+cv),
(1)

and when the RecDroid decides to play Not verify the
expected value would be

Epj(Not− verify) = −µ0ω2, (2)

then if

Epj(V erify) ≤ Epj(Not− verify) (3)

⇒ µ0 ≥
(1 + β)ω2 + cv
(2α+ β − 1)ω2

,

the best strategy for RecDroid is to play Verify. In this
case if the RecDroid plays Verify, then Attack strategy is
not the best strategy for attackers and they change their
strategy to Not attack. So, this strategy combination can
not be a BNE. However, if

µ0 <
(1 + β)ω2 + cv
(2α+ β − 1)ω2

,

the best strategy for the RecDroid is Not verify. Therefore,
attacker strategy for attackers, Not attack for regular users
and Not verify for RecDroid is a pure-strategy BNE.

• The other case is when an attacker plays the Not attack
strategy and regular user plays Not attack strategy, regard-
less of µ0, then RecDroid’s dominant strategy is to play
Not verify. If the RecDroid plays Not verify, then the best
strategy for the attackers is to play Attack. Therefore, this
strategy combination can not be a BNE.

The above analysis shows that there is no pure-strategy

BNE when µ0 ≥
(1 + β)ω2 + cv
(2α+ β − 1)ω2

. However, we can find

a mixed-strategy BNE for this case. We let p denote the
probability that an attacker plays Attack. We let q denote the
probability that RecDroid plays Verify. We have

Epj(V erify) = pµ0((2α− 1)ω2 − cv) (4)
−(1− p)µ0(βω2 + cv)

−(1− µ0(βω2 + cv)),
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Epj(Not− verify) = −pµ0ω2 (5)

then by imposing

Epj(Not− verify) = Epj(V erify) (6)

⇒ p∗ =
βω2 + cv

(2α+ β)ω2µ0
.

In order to calculate mixed-strategy for users we impose

Epi(Attack) = Epi(Not− attack) (7)

⇒ q∗ =
ω1 − ca
2αω1

.

Finally, after calculating the p and q probabilities, we have the
mixed-strategy ((p∗ if Attack attacker, Not attack if regular),

q∗, µ0) when µ0 ≥
(1 + β)ω2 + cv
(2α+ β − 1)ω2

.

D. Practical Implication of BNEs

We can summarize the implication of the BNEs we have
found above as follows:

• When the probability of attacker is small enough, aka.

µ0 <
(1 + β)ω2 + cv
(2α+ β − 1)ω2

, then there is no incentive for

RecDroid to verify any application responses.
• When the probability of attacker is not small enough, aka.

µ0 ≥
(1 + β)ω2 + cv
(2α+ β − 1)ω2

, then the RecDroid should play

verify sometimes in order to minimize its damage.
• However, in the second case, if RecDroid plays verify with

probability q∗ =
ω1 − ca
2αω1

, there is no profit difference

whether the attacker plays attack or not attack. Therefore,
there is no incentive for attackers to perform attack under
this case. Furthermore, if q∗ >

ω1 − ca
2αω1

, then it is better

off for attackers to play not attack.

From the above results, we can see the impact from µ0 to
the solutions of the game model. In the discussion section we
will further discuss the impact of other parameters in different
cases.

IV. DYNAMIC MODEL

In the previous section we proposed a static Bayesian
game-theoretic model to analyze the interactions between the
RecDroid and RecDroid users. Since the proposed game model
is static, RecDroid needs to know the parameter µ0, the
prior probability about the users’ types. If µ0 is known then
RecDroid can chooses an optimal action from its action space.
Although the proposed static model can be used as a tool
to guide RecDroid in defending against attackers, finding an
accurate prior probability can be a challenging task. However,
the likelihood of a user to be attacker can be estimated using
historical data collected by RecDroid.

Users’ responses to permission requests, play an important
role in choosing strategy by RecDroid. We consider users’
behavioral history in two aspects. The first aspect is users’
actions and another aspect is time of the actions. RecDroid
records all chosen actions from each user. This information can

be used to update the RecDroid’s belief about the likelihood
of a user being attacker.

In order to utilize the behavioral history on RecDroid, a
Monte Carlo-based learning model [9] can be used to estimate
the prior probability of a user being attackers. For example,
RecDroid can choose to verify some of the application requests
which can reveal malicious users who behaved dishonestly
in responses. when there exists many expert users making
incorrect responses at around the same time period, then
this application is under attack. The number of applications
which are under attack over the total number of investigated
applications can be used to estimate µ0. Regarding the users’
actions in the collected samples, the learning model updates the
belief. Therefore, through the learning model we can estimate
the prior probability.

V. HYBRID APPROACH

As we described in section 2, RecDroid has two differ-
ent approaches for a malicious user detection system. One
is machine-learning approach and the other is human-based
verification. Through the verification system, RecDroid is able
to detect some malicious users and applications. However, the
ML-based detection may encounter the problem of low trust
positive and high false positive problem. In order to minimize
the loss from malicious user attacks, we proposed a static
Bayesian game to formulate the interactions between users
and the system. The proposed game model can be used to
predict the behaviors of all types of malicious users. We further
proposed a Monte Carlo-based learning model to estimate
the RecDroid’s belief about users’ types, in order to improve
the performance of RecDroid in terms of defending against
malicious users.

To further improve the efficiency and robustness of Rec-
Droid recommendation system, a possibility extension is to
combine the machine-learning based detection, human-based
detection, and game-theoretic model together for the best
result. One idea is to have the process split into two steps. The
first step is to apply the ML-based malicious user detection
method. After that, some malicious users are labeled and
their responses are not considered by RecDroid. In the second
step, RecDroid chooses to use human verification and the best
response strategies to minimize its cost based on the game
model described in Section III. However, the study of the
hybrid approach will be our future work.

VI. DISCUSSION

As we described in the previous sections, we have some
parameters in the proposed model and they all have some im-
pact on the outcome of the players in a Bayesian game. In this
section we discuss two important parameters α and µ0, which
are essential in our formulations. When the RecDroid’s belief
of µ0 is high, which means the probability that the RecDroid
system playing with an attacker is high, then RecDroid should
have a high probability to play verify strategy in order to get
optimal payoff. If the parameter α is high and beta is low,
which means the human verifier is more reliable, then the
probability of RecDroid playing verify is low.

From Equation (7) we can see that the border-line verify
probability q∗ is influenced by parameters ω1, ca, and α.
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Higher ω1, lower ca, and lower α imposes higher probability
of verity strategy. It is because (1) the cost of being attacked
is higher, the RecDroid system should be more caucus and
play more verify strategy. (2) the lower that cost of attack, the
attackers will be more likely to attack and therefore, RecDroid
should increase probability of verification. (3) the lower α
is, the less reliable the human experts, then RecDroid should
increase the probability of verification.

VII. RELATED WORK

Liu et al. [8] presented an approach to model the interac-
tions between a DDoS attacker and the network administrator.
They model the network and infer the attackers’ intent, ob-
jectives, and strategies to observe the importance of modeling
and its effects on risk assessment and harm prediction. This
Jormokka et al. [7] introduced a few examples of static games
with complete information where each example represents an
information warfare scenario. Lye et al. [10] and Alpcan
et al. [2] proposed game-theoretic models to analyze the
interactions between malicious attackers and an IDS and the
security of a computer network. In these two works they
focus on the network parameters and the communication
between the attacker and defender. Due to the complexity
of attackers’ behavior, some efforts have been done towards
the risk assessment, modeling the behavior, and cybersecurity
strategies [3], [17], [18].

In spite of the existing similarities between the RecDroid
system and these works such as having an attacker in one side
and a defender on the other side, there are some differences,
which seem to be significant and make these models inapplica-
ble to the RecDroid. For example, the interaction between the
RecDroid and its users is different and more complicated than
these models. Therefore, due to this inconsistency between the
proposed models and RecDroid, we need to design a game,
which is more consistent to the RecDroid’s features.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we presented a game-theoretic model for the
RecDroid recommendation system to analyze the interaction
between RecDroid and the users (attacker, regular). In the
system, we try to maximize the security of the system when
it does not have enough information about the users’ type.
We defined the strategy space for both the players (RecDroid
system, users) in a static scenario. We also discussed the
parameters that influence the final outcome of the players. In
the proposed static game, the RecDroid always assume fixed
prior probabilities about the types of his opponent throughout
the entire game period. We show that the static game leads to
a mixed-strategy BNE when the RecDroid’s belief of player
i (users) being malicious is high and to a pure-strategy BNE
when the RecDroids belief of player i being malicious is low.

We proposed a game-theoretic model to optimize the
RecDroid’s strategies to minimize the damage from the attacks.
RecDroid can use the proposed model to detect the malicious
responses from normal responses of the users and eliminate
them from recommendation system. Although it can increase
the accuracy of the system, there is still a way to improve
the model. The proposed model was a static Bayesian game
and modeling the system in a dynamic way can improve

the accuracy more. Using a dynamic model can help the
RecDroid to use the behavioral history of the users and the
game to improve its prior knowledge, α, and consequently the
malicious user detection rate.
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